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GLOBAL ECOVILLAGE SUMMIT (GES) COMMUNITY DAY
Date: Saturday, 13th of DECEMBER 2014
Time: 9.00AM- 17.00PM
Venue: Dakar City
THEME: “ERA OF COMMUNITY TRANSITION”

The Global Ecovillage Summit (GES), Community Day, provided an opportunity to interact
and exchange with people and communities across Dakar, the capital city of Senegal. We
offered five interesting and interactive programmes to choose from. Some examples of these
include: beach cleaning with local youths groups at Yoff, workshop and tracking the slave
trade route through the World Heritage Site of Goree Island.
Linking the Local to Global, the programme raises awareness about, the end of the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs). It also highlights the U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon’s
recently revealed vision for the post-2015 development framework (Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), that will replace the MDGs. Mr. Ban Ki-moon told the U.N. General Assembly
in New York, USA (September 2014), that the world body is poised to usher in an “era of
transformation” that places “people and the planet” at the centre and “underpinned by human
rights” as it develops the new agenda.
Over the past 3 decades or so, ecovillages and eco-communities worldwide have been at the
forefront to promote community transition to resilience. Hence the Global Ecovillage Summit
(GES) 2014, Community Day programme, ensured that participants have a taste of community
activities and projects within Dakar, the Senegal Capital City.
Please note that two outings were unable to provide Photo’s .

The five thematic community visits relating to some of the four (4) pillars of the Global
Ecovillage Network (GEN)/Gaia Education were as follows:

1) GOREE ISLAND (AFRICAN HISTORY/WORLD HERITAGE
CENTRE) (THEME –CULTURAL/SOCIAL)

A view of the island from the Ferry upon arrival Photo: Dorota Owen
Participant’s feedback:
“The trip to La Goree was a highlight of the GEN conference in Senegal. I had heard of the sad
history of this slave island but was quite unprepared for its beauty and the joyful nature of our
experience there, despite the serious background. We had boarded a boat to the island on a
warm sunny day, from which the island itself was a dark speck in the distance. It looked
mysterious and gloomy as we approached, with a huge fort looming over it and the massive,
foreboding stone walls of the harbour front.
On disembarking at the beach, I was struck by the contrast to that first impression ; I enjoyed
the small boys frolicking in the waves, gaily- coloured beach umbrellas over the terraces of
restaurant tables , cheerful music and smiles from the street traders.

Group Photo, trying to smile in front of a building with deep pain and sadness Photo: Hawa
Altgani
We were led by a fluent guide to various spots where he stopped us to tell the story of how
enslaved people were brought here by force over many years and sorted into deportations to
other countries – but first , how badly they were treated during that journey of horrors and the
many sufferings they endured. I had heard much of this history before, but I was quietly
horrified to learn of it again in the very place where these buildings stood. It was no longer a
history but a living story, a place full of echoes. We were suitably silent, reading the
inscriptions in the museum and seeing the etchings showing what this looked like during that
awful period of time.
Yet there has been a transformation in La Goree. In the past it was a slave island full of the
misery of the enslaved and the successes of those who were in power. Now it is a tourist
island, an artists’ haven. There is beauty everywhere in the restored buildings swathed in
bougainvillea, the sandy paths uncrowded by cars, the endless displays of artistic works for
sale.

Art Market on Goree Island Photo: Dorota Owen
Visiting the fort – now also a museum – I was struck also by the beauty of the island itself,
stuck like a sentinel in the middle of the sea, surrounded by rocks and waves. A hard place
from which to escape, but now a quiet place on which to retreat and find peace. A place for
remembrance to say prayers for the dead and departed, and yet also a place to look to the
future, where we may hope for similar transformations in the tortured places which remain on
our planet.
The lesson of La Goree is that the wheel of fortune is ever turning. What was once a house of
horrors is now graced with a memorial monument raised and paid for by the American
ancestors of all those who left Africa, yet survived and in many cases, ultimately did
flourish… despite everything. As a child of a Diaspora myself, I am witness to this potential
within all of us, both individually and collectively, to transcend the stories of the past and look
forward to the creation of a new story that elevates all of us.

The gate of no return Photo: Andre Zigabe
Highlighted Solution:
North and South Reconciliation

2) BEACH CLEAN UP (THEME-ECOLOGY/SOCIAL)
Participant’s Feedback:
'' Cleaning the beach brought the realisation that we live in one world and that anything
thrown into the sea always finds its way back to land whether in Senegal or Brazil. When
we were told how plastic is a non-biodegradable product and is a massive problem, the
actual example was seen immediately when clearing hundreds of shoe soles from the beach
that day. At one spot on the beach where it seems the waves bring back the particular
unwanted gift of plastic bags and packaging, I had the sense of suffocating, as if my legs
were barely breathing. I felt it was an experience of that same suffocating that all the living
beings in the sea must feel. The waves never stopped, nor the unwanted gifts. No matter
how much we collected, more and more followed. Experiencing such beauty mixed with
the reality of one's actions, I realised how sheltered I was living on the other side of the
world where the rubbish is collected and never seen. What did I get out of it? Our paradise
world is also our rubbish skip.... so I will continue to recycle… ''

“The beach clean up was not well attended because of the other activities being
more attractive. However the beach cleaning was done well in the target area.
Firstly It was very clear that the beach needed cleaning as there was a lot of litter
strewn all along the beach. The litter ranged from plastics to dead fish. At the end of
the cleaning exercise the target area was clean. All in all this was a worthwhile
activity that showed me a lot more needs to be done and how crucial recycling and
packaging conscious consumption is”
Highlighted Solution:

Recycling

3) ANEV (THEME-SOCIAL/POLITICAL)
The National Agency for Ecovillages in Senegal
Participant’s feedback:

Visiting ANEV connecting with my roots Photo: Jennifer Trujillo Obando

“Ya estoy de regreso en Colombia...
agradecida por este encuentro con mis raíces, agradecida por compartir mi
historia con seres absolutamente maravillosos.
I am already back in Colombia...
I am very thankful for this encounter with my roots, I am thankful for sharing my story
with loved ones it was absolutely wonderful.”
“We were so happy and grateful to welcome beautiful visitors from Latin
America/CASA”
Please see “ The Senegalese Ecovillage : The Past,Present and Future By Troy Olivier

Mother Love – ANEV Photo: Leila Dregger

A
Energy wise cooking Photo: Leila Dregger

The best place to come together – meeting space by the Baobab tree at ANEV
Photo: Leila Dregger

Community Day outing to ANEV Photo: Leila Dregger
Highlighted Solution:
South- South exchange

4) PARC DE HANN (THEME-ECOLOGY)
“I was blessed to attend the Global GEN summit in Senegal last December, meeting older
friends and getting to know new ones who share the same interests in sustainable livelihood
and are eager to learn best practices from all over the world. I had magnificent five days of
inspiration that changed my life
On the third day I found myself in trouble – it was community visit day in Dakar, the
organizing committee has prepared different visits with different themes, I wished If I
could divide myself into 4 pieces I wanted to explore four of them which was not possible,
I asked a friend from of mine from the organising what to do, he smiled and asked me why

do you think you were divided into groups? The whole idea behind that is to share
knowledge, you meet people and learn from them and share what you have
learnt with them, so it doesn't really matter which group you will sign up for since you will
share what you have learnt with others.
Thank you! That was really helpful, I decided I will sign up for the traditional medicine
group I always had an interest in herbs and their medical use, since I studied forestry and
environmental sciences, I also had some experience on this, but I really wanted to learn
about Senegalese alternative medicine and different uses for medical plants and maybe
have some to take back home. So I made my decision it was indeed the traditional
medicine group which would head to the botanical garden.
Our team was so lucky to also have people from different cultures,- from India, Morocco
and the Gambia, - which enriched discussion. We explored the plants and their medical
uses and received some seeds. I wasn't feeling well at some point, I had stomach ache, our
facilitator noticed this and he approached me and asked me, I told him I feel pain in my
stomach, he took some seeds and went to a man who was inside a cottage, who prepared
the seeds and then gave it to me. I didn't like the taste of the seeds but I drunk it anyway
and continued the tour at the garden, after around 15 minutes I started to much better, I
couldn't believe it, this was magic.
I came back that evening with seeds and information that I was very excited to share with
others, I exchanged notes with my Canadian friend who visited ministry of eco-villages,
and also with my Ethiopian friends who went to beach cleanup. I have learnt about medical
plants, communities in Senegal, Morocco and India but the most powerful lesson I got was
from my friend which is you don't have to be everywhere, share with people and you will
get everything!”
Highlighted Solution:
The power of sharing
	
  

5) Iles de la Madeleine (AFRICAN HISTORY/WORLD HERITAGE
CENTRE) (THEME –CULTURAL/SOCIAL)
Participant’s feedback:
“The Iles de la Madeleine is west of Dakar in the Senegalese Atlantic Ocean. The island
is uninhabited and is the smallest national park in the world, and a UNESCO World
Heritage Tentative List site. Its known for the special birds, fish and plant life.
It’s an island of mystery. Some locals believe that evil spirits live there others feel that it
is sacred ground, which prevents it from being populated.
With a small boat our little group crossed the piece of ocean that seperates Dakar and the
Ile de la madeleine. To feel the power of the waves already put us in a space of deep
humbleness towards the forces of mother nature and became even stronger when the first
rocks and cliffs of the island appeared in front of us.

The first glimpse of the Island Photo: Lydia Schellenhammer
As soon as we arrived and made our first steps on the island everybody felt the specialness
of this piece of land. The natural beauty seems peaceful from the outside, but it is en-souled
by powerful, energetic spirits.

The group was happy to see many different plants and animals such as this Baobab fruit
Photo: Lydia Schellenhammer
Our Senegalese Tour guide started to be surprised when he saw us not only climbing the
mighty old Baobabs but also hugging them and listening to them.
Our tour guide became even more surprised because we took a lot of time to view
different places where we sang, danced, looked at insects or walked barefoot.
As well as the tour guide I too have never travelled with such a special group. It was a
deep, healing experience for me and very helpful to internalise all the impressions of the
GES.
I want to thank the beautiful beings that shared this trip with me and most of all those that
allowed it to happen.”

With deep gratitude and love Photo: Lydia Schellemhammer
Highlighted Solution:
Healing through Nature by recognizing the spirituality within

The last glimpses of the Island and its serenity Photo: Lydia Shellenhammer

Transcending the painful – Accepting the healing – Bridging the divide Photo Lydia
Schellenhammer
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Feedback Analysis
Global Ecovillage Summit 2014
Dakar, Senegal

A total of 86 feedback forms were completed, with
participants ranging in age from 17 to 70. The most common
age bracket was 30-40 holding 1/3 of participants.

There were significantly more men (70%)
than women (30%).

26 nationalities were represented including 12 African countries, 8 European and Eastern
European, 4 North & South American, and 2 Asian.
Participants were asked to rate different aspects of the conference on a scale of 1 – 10,
and the averages are stated here.

The 5th Question asked: How valuable do you find?

Additional Information
1. What were the highlights from your time at GES?
Meeting the network
Day with Prime Minister
Presentations were great.
Abundance of love and knowledge
Meeting old friends was wonderful.
2. Was there anything missing or anything you would have liked more of?
Would like to see more:
ä Time to digest material.
ä Clearer translation
ä More celebration.
ä Vegan and vegetarian food.
ä More emphasis on the values of GEN
ä More connection with the local
Senegalese culture

The question evoked a clear
message that cities are
difficult places to connect
to the values of GEN.
Participants found it hard to
create a sacred space in a
commercial area.

3. Is there anything you would like to say about the conference facilitators?
Amazing
Very grateful.
Good male, female balance
Weakness in Coordination and Communication
4. What are your next steps? What would you like to see happening?
Connection and collaboration between Ecovillages
Quotes from the surveys:

“We can work together to create a
life-sustaining culture everywhere”

“It's high time we go back to our
“It is time to create a master piece”
traditions, our planet is beautiful if we
take care of it”
“Be conscious about what we do, we have to be
leading by example. Every step counts.”
“Be ambassadors for change”

GEN – connecting communities for a sustainable world

Global Ecovillage Summit 2014
Ecovillage Transition Strategies
for a Sustainable World
10-15 December 2014
Name (Optional)..........................................................................................................
1. Your age?............................
2. Your gender?.......................
3. Your nationality.....................................
4. Country of residence?.........................................
Please rate (circle) the following (1 is lowest – 10 highest):
1. The quality of the accommodation: 1

2

3

4

5

6

2. The quality of the food: 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

3. The meeting space: 1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

4. The facilitation of the conference: 1

2

3

4

5

6

2

7

8

9

10

10

7

8

9

10

5. How valuable did you find
•

The various presentations:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

•

The various workshops:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

•

The day with the Prime Minister:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

•

The focus on ecovillage transition:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

•

Conversations and sharing in the whole group:1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

•

Conversations in the break times:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

•

Intercultural exchange:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

•

The community day:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

•

The celebrations:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

The Global Ecovillage Network is a registered charity: SC043796 and has consultative status in the UN – ECOSOC.

www.gen.ecovillage.org

GEN – connecting communities for a sustainable world

Additional Information
1. What were three highlights from your time at the GES?

2. Was there anything missing or was there anything you would have liked more of?

3. Is there anything you would like to say about the conference facilitators?

4. What was the major learning for you:
a) on a personal level?

b) with regard to other people, the environment, or the planet as a whole?

5. What are your next steps after this conference?

Thank you for taking the time to offer us your feedback.

The Global Ecovillage Network is a registered charity: SC043796 and has consultative status in the UN – ECOSOC.
www.ecovillage.org
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